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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
nle priesthood is a state of life unlike any other pro-

fession; for every priest is conscious of an office that sets
him apart from the profane.

Although his functions are many

(see Botte. 1955 for a discussion of the nature of the priesthood) -- sacrificial, formative. social -- each office reminds
him of a state of life that in Christian theology, and its
forerunner, Jewish theology, has always been termed ttsacred".
ThuB the priest has always been initiated into his work with
a ceremony of anointing, by which he is set apart from the
profane.

The priest, therefore, envisions his life .as a

Hcslling." dedicated in the name of God to the service of man.
St. Paul described him as a man "taken from among men, appointed for men, in the things pertaining to God".

(Heb. 5. 1).

The priesthood bears with it. therefore, the difficulties
peculiar to its nature.

Because it necessitates a setting-

apart for the sake of others, it requires of its candidates a
renunciation of more self-centered goals, quite proper to
other states of life.

de is asked, therefore, to live in a

spirit of poverty, chastity, and obedience in order that he
might be the better dedicated to the service of others.
1
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The priesthood is therefore, in its own way a demanding way
of life.

Each candidate must thus use his time of preparation

wisely, to see if he is suited for just such type of life.
nSigns" of a vocation to the priesthood are certainly
elusive.

Theologically, the desire for the priesthood is

exp-lained as a ncallingn.

t.Jhatever the nature of such a call-

ing might bet it is agreed that it should be evidenced by a
positive attraction to such a state of life.
Obviously such a criterion is not without its dangers.
Attraction to a particular state of life alone does not explain
the nature of such a desire.

We become more aware of the

vagaries of human motivation every day -- we

~

act from

motives that are not always obvious to ourselves.

Certainly,

then, a young 111an progressing year by year towards a life
demanding great commitment ought to understand as well as he
can, '>1hZ he is undertaking such a life.

It is not inconceiv-

able that certain aspects of priestly life could prove
attractive, for reasons even unconsciously based on the inadequacies of manta nature.

Attraction to the priesthood

must come from a true desire to be of service to others, rather
than serve as a solution to the problem.of personality.
}loore ( 1936 ). in fact, has shown that many brealc.downs among
religious came from among those who had personality problems
previous to their e.ntrance. into religious life.

It is obvious,
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therefore, that each candidate must fully understand the
nature. of his attraction to the priestly life.
Failure in the priesthood, as in any vocation, can stem
from mants unwillingness to fulfill the obligations of his
state of life; to fulfill such obligations is each mants
responsibility in life.

But failure can also come fram a

lack of self-knowledge, from malfol."'l.Uation of personality, or
from an insufficient understanding of motivation.

Therefore,

precisely beoause the demands of the priesthood are great,
and because the mysteries of the personality are so elusive,
it is imperative that each student for the priesthood understand whether

~

personalitl is suited for

!h!!

vocation.

He ought not only to study this matter on his own; he should
also mal\:.C use of all available services which would serve to
help him better understand

h:~s

individual response to the

calling he feels is his.
The Role

o~

Ps2'Eho logical Testing in tqe Aeminarj[

In the field of vocational guidance. it is the role of
the psychologist to contribute t!Jhat he can, through his
scientific kllovl1edge and his insights into human personality t
to help the student know himself and his relationship to his
chosen vocation.
psychology ¢nn

Thu.a the main contribution the. science. of

n~ke

is to help the individual know himself.
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There is a second area, however, where the psychologist
can make a distinct contribution, though to a lesser degree;
and that is in the field of screening.

If it is difficult

for a person to know himself, it is obviously more difficult
for others to know him.

Yet there is no greater obligation

for the seminary rectors than that of knowing their students.
Often the superior's greatest asset has been the critical
judgenents of the teaching faculty.

Yet everyone in the field

knows how difficult it is for a person to be fully understood
by a superior or a teacher.

Often. in a superiorts experiences

he wishes that he could know so much more about a person and
h:f.s background.

Hho really knows the potc!.ntialities of the

person who stands before him for dudgero.ent?

Because many

students do not reveal themselves to any great extent, attempts
at evaluation often lead only to frustration.
Because the knowledge of the human person is so limited
through inter-personal relationships, the use of psychological
testing has been introduced to help obtain this knowledge.
This has been done, not without its problems.

For example.

psychologists are very aware of the dangers engendered by
indiscriminate testing.

The mature tester realizes that with

that pencil, with that story. with that configuration he is
initiating a relationship that is sacred.

The client is

exposing to the tester all that he is; and this is something

s
which no one h as a right to know. except the one to whom the
client has willingly entrusted such k::lowledge. If the tester
is symp8.thetic, understanding, and communicntive., testing may
become an irs trument for a fuller u nders tanding of self '"
Because the human word can

$0

often

ingly and ambiguously -- ..no.l ac,4etiW£.ti.i t'lvt

a. judicio ..... te..tin.g progr1!Uu can

beCtJl1'!f! it

eo~
(X)

out so falter-

",k ou.t at all ......

,,;rt:.ctt uelp itl the

inter-fM.rsoual relittl.vl:uil;up. Oii::rtainly each 9emiuurian has a
right and duty to know himself well; no one h as ever been happy

in any vocation by deceiving h. irnself. And the semina ry reQtor
has a duty to understand his student"s. so that he might assure
the stude.nt. tnat as

ftir

as hUll'mn knowlddge can ascertain. he

is judged C4:1papbe.'..:of commitment to the priesthood. Thus, psy-

chological testing has, through the. years. earned its place in
tba field of vocational guidance by helping both student and
superior obtain this ne.cessary knowledge..
P~%Chologioal

Tasti!!l of

S~narians

and tl:Lis St.udy

The present study hI!l s been undertaken in thehope that

it will furnish evidence of

'tlo;.,

a special grouP. the set:linarian

populaticm, can be. bette.r kno'tm through such testing.. One test •

the Edwards Personal Preference Rchedule, was adminiatered
to a large grcup of

semina.ri~ns.

Results, both between semi....

narians and non-seminarians, and within the seminarian group
were compared, so that differences might b4 found which. could

6

prove

u$~ful

in the gu:tdanee of seminarians. The study does

not substantially differ from

simila~

studic£ done with other

occupational groups; a desc:ription of one. of these studies
m.ia;h.t b.e.lp in the understanding of the present one.
A test of

preferences was adm.i.nistered to a group of

engineering students. All their results were compared with the
results of liberal arts students" Thus it was found how the
two groups differed in

their basic preferences. Furthermore,

the teet data of the engineering students were compared to

successful engineers. The personality differences between
engineering students and engineers already successful in their
fiela, could be compared and hypotheses offered for the

differences.
The present study proposes compar:tsons €If a similar

nature. Specifically, four hypothe.ses are. to be. tested.
It is hypothesized that seminarians of the level of the

Junior College differ significantly in their personality pro ....
files from students of the normative college grout.>.
It is hypoth.esized that seminarians who remained in the
seminary from the time of testing to the time of this study
dtffer significantly from students who have since left the

seminary.
Furthermore, it is hypothesized that seminarians from

a so ....called

ffhigh",,~ff

(tl\c)ae who had seored above a desig-

7

nate.d cut-off point on the Minnesota M.ultd.pnasic Personality
Inventory ... - approximately , a. l1\ean of 58 for all scores) diffe.r

significantly from those who scored in tne normal range.
Finally t it is

hypothesizt~d

that class persona.lities do

exist, i.e., that individual olasses do differ in their preference profiles.
In thp light of the. need that exists fot" both stu<.M.nt
and superiors to understand. the. n.ature And demands of the

priesthood,. it is hoped that this study can add to the growing

knowledge of tha personal:t ty of the seminarian, and a.t

t~

s _ time add some strength to the growins;( oonviction of tthe.
u8,~fulness

of testing programs in the selection and counselling

.,.,

of,;sncn specialiHd students.

OHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
L1tera~

pertinent to this study will be divided into

four distinct sections:
1.
2.

3.

4.

Literature. regarding the vaUdity and reliability
of the EPPS.
Literature pertinent to the use of the EPPS.
Literature pertinent to the study of seminarians.
Literature pertinent to the psychological studies
already conducted with the seminarian group tested
in. this study.

L~terature

rsgard!Bl the validityaqd

rel~ilitl

of the. EPPS.

Through the years. the Edwards Personal Preference

Schedule (EPPS) bas become _ " and more a recognized psycho-

This may seem somewhat surprising

logical testing ill8tru:ment.

:tn view of the scarcity of investigationa into the validity
of the instrument.

Its very advent was ushered in with caution

by the reviewers engaged by Buros. Barron ( Barron, 1959. p.47 )

lame.nted the fact that "the test is not ready for use tt precisely

because little had been studied about its validity.

Gusted

( Gusted, 1959, p.47 ) admitted that the test was intriguing

and promising, but nevertheless insisted that it be stamped

with a huge sign in red ink calling attention to the fact that
it be only experimental f

Thus. in deploring the fact that no

usable information regarding test validity had been included
8
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in the manual, Gusted felt that botn author and publisher had
fallen short of their responsibilities in publi.shing the test

wi thout this information.
Nevertheless, several studies have been conducted through

the years which tend to substantiate at least some scales of
the EPPS.

Some of these studies will be reviewed in the

following paragraphs.
Bernardin and .Jessor (1957, pp.63 ... 67) determined a

ttdependent group't with scores composed of the deference ( 70th
percentile or above ) and autonomy ( 50th percentile or below )
scales.

They found that the dependent

g~up

performed less

well on a maze learning task when they were subjected to crit-

ical comments from the experimenter, furthermore, wilen tlley
were. confronted with more difficult problems, they were more

likely to ask for help.

The authors thus felt that these two

scales validly measured the dependent person.
Gisvold (1958, p. 445)" defining confonnity as the ne.ed
not to be different, to follow the opinions and

sug~\i:.stions

of

others t and to conform to th.e group, use.d an ABen techrdque
to determine the relationships of autonomy and deference to

conformity.

Gisvo1d lelt that autonomy correlated negatively

with conformity ( -. 54 ), significant at .02, although
deference, correlating only .17 t was not significant and could

not predict conformity in a group situation.
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Zuckerman (1958. p. 379) had sixty three nurses rate
their own group on the following traits: submission, conformity,
dependence and rebelliousness.

After giving the group the

EPPS. Zuckerman found that the rebellious group score.d signifi-

cantly lower than all others in deference, succorance and
abasement, and higher in autonomy, dominance and aggression.
Using this criterion of fellow-student ratings, he concluded
that the measure of dependency and rebelliousness validated
the above mentioned variables of the EPPS.
'Iaard (1960, pp. 437-44) experimented to see whether
the EPPS could discriminate persons who were resistant to
change, by having them estimate the distance of a light, and
subject them to factors that might change their minds.

Using

twenty two mAle and seventeen female subjects, he divided them
into those who yielded to and those who resisted change.

He

found that tuale autonomy, dominance, deferenc;e and abasement
all scored in the proper direction, with autonomy and dominance
being significant (.OS) and abasement nearly so.

The female

scores were not significant; furthermore, the dominance score
was puzzlingly negatively correlated, although the other scores

were at least in the right direction.

Ey~ept

for the female

dominance, all the scores seem to validate the measured scales,
in an experiment that would seem most important to the under.
standing of human behavior, the understanding of the personality

10

resistant to

cl~nge.

1-1ann (1958, pp. 267-68) oonducted an interesting test
with the EPPS and self-ratings.
fifteen variables,

askit~

He listed and defined the

ninety-six graduate students to rate

themselves. first as they thought they were, and then, as they
wished to be.

He then administered the EPPS, readministering

it three weeks later.

Ue concluded not only to test-retest

reliability, but also found ten of the fifteen coefficients
between the EPPS variables and self-ratings significant, and
fourteen of them positive in one direction,

With ideal self-

ratings, however, he found only one correlated to the Edwards,
and this was discarded since chance factors alone could account
for this.

Through this self-rating, be concluded that the

EPPS has satiS£actory reliability and valid.ity, since it

correlated with self-ratings and not with the ideal self-ratings

Many studies have been conducted to test the fakability
of tne EPPS.

An example of them is the. work of Borislow (1958,

PP. 22-27); working with only nineteen students, he formed

three groups, one seeking the items which were most socially
desirable, another the most personally desirable, and a third
the control group.

Comparing the results, Borislow concluded,

as one would expect, that the EPPS can be. fake.d, and that the

consistency scores were an inadequate check in the detecting
of simulated seores.
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These are examples of validity studies still being conducted with the EPPS.

One might sometimes question whether

individual items are truly a measure of the variable in question
but on the whole the items do seem. to p($ess face validity.
Added to this are the studies such as those mentioned above
that indicate. the possible use cf the EPl?S as a useful instrument for the cautious tester.
Literature Pertinent to the tIs,: of tne EPPS AmoPi

~elected

Grou;es.!,.
The most important of all past studiQS are those which
have tested groups of subjects; attempting to differentiate

them by their EPPS profiles.

It is important to know whether

there exists a basic seminarian profile. which can differentiate
the seminarians from members of other groups.

Similar studies

among other groups give us an indication of what might be
expected.

It has been sought, for example, whether e.ngineer-

ing students differ in their personality profile from liberal

art students; or whether negroatudents differ from white
students.

Studies have been conducted with the EPPS among

such diverse groups:

te.achers; psychiatric nurses and general

nurses; high school students; college students majoring in
various subjects; overachievers and underachievers; parents
of children who stutter; Norwegian. Nisei and Near East

students; volunteer and non- volunteer groups in research

12
projeots; effective oral readers; finally. even among robbers.
forgers

and burglarsl

All of these studies show distinct

ttnee.d" patterns among the various groups.

The practical cons-

equences of many such results are only too evident.
An article by Richard Walsh ( 1959. pp. 194-198) serves

well to summarize the tmportance of such studies.

Various

studies have been and are at present being conducted relating
the person to his work: seeking personality similarities among
personp. whether employed in the same occupation, or seeking
the. same. work, or engaged in the same. college currioulum;

other studies seek the. relationship betvJeen job satisfaction

and interest in work.

All such studies are efforts to study

the involvement of the personality in one's work.

Walsh's

hypothesis was that individuals will select us liked or disliked the specific duties as they correspond or do not correspond to any given need.

He administered a job-description

qnestiepaire, followed by the EPPS, to ninety-six male students

on an introductory psychology course.

Twenty-four job des-

criptions were contained in the. questionnaire, with eight
duties under each, to be marked as appealing or unappealing.
tV-hen the needs were also assessed by means of tb.e

2.t"~Slt

vlalsh

was able to make the judgment that a personts job Gcrves as a
major outlet for his needs.

He felt that, first, if a nee.d is

strong enough, the person will choose a job fitting the need;
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second. that in a particular job, he. will shape the job to
fit his need; third, he will respond to different aspects of the
same job according to his l1eed.
It is a truism that people should be happy in their work.
Job production, financial savings. optimum human relations
depend heDvily on job satisfaction.

Too often, people are

fitted to the job; only when the job is fitted to the person
can there be maximum

$atisfaetion~

The more this is done,

within. of course. the limits of the particular work to be
done, the greater work will be accomplished, the happier the
worker.
It is the task of psychology, then. to aid hoth employer
and employee to understand the personalities involved. and
their compatibility to the vocation sought,.

The studies re-

ported upon in the follolrl.ng pages intend to designate the

.

typical personality profile of various student and occupational
groups. as reported in various E;PPS studies..

Understan4ing

then the reported personality "nee.ds'· of sooh. groups, the
.seminarian profile can be better seen in perspective.
The. differences reported upon will always be the significaritdifferences as found by the experimenters" usually through
a "trt or analysis of variance technique.

It will be deemed

sufficient in this present study to indicate briefly th.e

14
differences found; the reader can refer to the original articles

As the differences are

for an elaboration of the experiments.

reported, it ia hoped that the needs singled out are meaningful
for the particular group in question, demonstrating what was
mentioned above, the involvement of the total person in tne
particular vocation sought.
HiGh S~ho~l: Students
It is proper to begin the review with a y.r ofilefound
among high school students.

Klett ( 1957, pp.6S ...72) found few

differences among the students as he classified them according
to several socio-economic groups.

Comparing stlldents froa a

large suburban school to those of a small country school, he
found the suburban boys higher in achie.vement, the

~:uburban

girls we.re. higher in autonomy, heterosexuality, and aggression,
and lower' in deference and. abasement.

In comparing the high

school bqys with . .~ college normative group, he. found the

high school boys higher in exhibition, abasement, change,
endurance and aggression, and lower in intraception, achievement f dominance and consistency.

,

....

of

roUt-

cr,

-

-+

=s

+

+

+

wer

+

+
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There. is no question that the high school student differs in
profile from the college student.

The interesting question

is why: is this a function of age; or does progression becom.e
a selective process and depend upon a person's personality?

The answer. it would seem, must include both possibiliti.s.
Nevertheless, it is important that we see in the variables

selected the personality tendencies of the. college student
which differentiate him from his high school counterpart; a
self.organization in which the needs for 1IDaturish exhibition,
ohange t and aggression. are. somewhat diminished, and the

more. mature. nee.d.s, such as the need to achieve, are au.gm.ented.
College Achievement
The college group can, of course be broken down in many

ways.

Of great interest is the division of achievers and

non-achievers: can reason for failure or success be found in

personality?
following

are

Various studies have been conduoted and the

some of the resUlts found.

Meri11 and Murphy ( 1959, pp.207-210) conducted their

study with 101 students who were given a low predicted grade
average. (1.50 or below.)

Of these, forty-nine stude.nts scored

2.00 or be.tter and we.re classified as overachievers; fifty-two
scored 1.00 or below, thus designated as underachievers.
When the two groups were compared, it was found that the

16

overachievers were higher in dominance, deference and endurance,
and lower in autonomy, exhibition, affiliation, and change.

Com-

paring overachievers with the Edwards normative college group,
the overachievers were higher in deference, order, abasement and
endurance, and lower in autonomy, dominance, nurturance, heteroThe. underachieving low ability group

sexuality, and aggression.

was tb.en compared to the normative group, being found higher in
deference, order. exh.ibition. affiliation, abasement, change and
endurance, and lower in intraception, dominance, achievement,
heterosexuality and aggression.

It migh.t be of interest to

point out th.at the underachieving low group was quite similar to
Klett·s high school group when compared to the normative college
groupl

One can see in the overachieving, low-ability student a

determination that is lacking in the underachiever; in the. under..
achiever. an outgoing personality is not too task-centered.
,

..
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As the authors conclude, "Speculatively, the ambitious, con-

forming, deferring, persistent student of low ability is a
better academic risk than his more gregarious, out-going
counterpart. lf
Gebhart and Hoyt ( 1958, pp. 125... 128) did a similar study
but without similar re.sults.

The groups, however. were not

equated, since the previously mentioned study was restricted
to students who were allotted a low-predicted grade average;

Gebhart and Hoyt f s study involved any student who scored higher
or lower than his predicted grade average.

They found that

overachievers scored higher in achievement, order, intr.aception. and consistency, and lower in affiliation, nurturance,
and change..

There is a resemblance in the variables in which

the overachievers scored lower than the underachieve-r; once
more, they were the out-going. less stable qualities.
Although the variables are not altogether similar, the personality of the overachiever does seem to come out; the over-

achiever emerges as a determined task-centered person, in
distinction to the less stable, other-centered underachieving
student~

acti
overachIever +
underacllIever ~ -

ora
+

tnt con iff' nux+ +
+
+

ena.•
+

"
iii;
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Krug (1959, pp.133-l36) had found that his previous
study was contradictory to that of Gebhart and Hoyt.

He then

equated the variables and found that the results then did substantiate the previous study.

Krug felt that the very manner

of predicting grade scores can be crucial to the test.

\-lhere

students were given predicted grade scores from past performance, only aChievement discriminated the overachiever from the
underachiever,*,

But when aptitude tests were used, overachievers

were higher in achievement, order t and endurance t and lower in

affiliation and h.eterosexuality.

acn
underacfiIever -

,..

F

ord ena ill hif'

....

-+

...

4

All these studies should be of considerable interest to
the college teacher and administrator, as well as, of course,
to the counsellor.
person.

The successful student is a more ambitious

His very personality, whether one might think it as

determined or acquired. at the moment is orientated to sucoessful acoomplishmen.t of the task.

Note the variables that appear

in the studie.s for the overachiever: dominance., achievement.
order,

endurance~

These are strong qualities, without any

reference. to social needs.

on the contrary, the. underachiever

goes elsewhere to satisfy his needs: exhibition, affiliation,
change, heterosexuality.

Profiles resembling these might well
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be indicative of future success or failure..

Certainly they

seem to be signa of the mature college student whose vocation
for the present is to learn.
Nurses
Many other studies have been performed with various
groUpS.

Navran and Stauffacher (1958, Pl'. 64-67) studied

psychiatric and general medical nurses.

They found that the

general nurse$ scored higber trJ.£U\ the female colle.ge. group in
order, deference, and endurance, and lower in affiliation, autonomy, succorance, exhibition and dominance.

Such character-

istics are. hardly reassuring about the nursing profession.
Totally lacking are the altruistic qualities one might hope to
find in the nurse.

Somewhat more assuring were their findings

on th.e "good" nurse, who seemed less timid, more warm, and 1.lJO.re
stable than the "badt ' nurse.
Comparing the neuropsychiatric nurse. to the general nurse,
the writers found that the neuropsychiatric nurse was higher in

aggression, intrace.ption, heterosexuality and dominance and
lower in order, deference and abasement.: This type of pe.rsonality might

b~

a function of the nature of the work in which

the nurses are engaged.

The. authors felt that the. neuro-

psychiatric nurse was then. more. t'work....orie.ntatedtt than
'tpatie.nt-orientate.d.,n
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Dental stUdents

Heist ( 1960. 240-253) administered the EPPS together
with other personality tests to dental students.

He found that

the dental student, as compared to the nonuative college male.
grouP. scored highe.r in deference, order and endurance. and

lower in autonomy, dominance and change.

lie thus concluded. that

the dental student was somewhat other-directed.. inflexible. t

nee4ing to live in an organized manner t persistent and not read...
ily distracted from his tasks and goals.

normative male cot!ege group

+

-++
+

i •

+

Negro students

Grossaok ( 1957, pp.12S.l3l) studied ne.gro students in a
southern university.

He found that the male negro student ex-

ceeded the normative college male in deference, order, abasement,

endurance and scored lower in exhibition, affiliation, dominance ..
and heterosexuality.

A marked infe.riority seems to emerge from
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such a profile.

Here seems to be the type of person who seeks

out opinions of others, is contrite about his own deficiencies.
needs an established order to act, and must endure under the
circumstances in which he is placed.

'there is no out-going

need as might be found in affiliation or heterosexual relationships.

It. total lack

of confidence, it would seem, could stem

from such a personality.

Grossaok listed the negro's greatest

needs as intraeeption. endurance. and achievetneut t his weakest
as exhibition, autonomy and succorance.

Although these scores

were not significantly different from the college norm, (except
for exhibition and endurance) once more they seem to indicate

the negro college studentts personality: a need to establish

himself.

.

.
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Teachers
,
Jackson and Guba ( 1957, pp.176-l92) found that the
male teacher was significantly above the male. normative college

group in deference, order and endurance, and lower in exhibition,
intraception. suocorance. and heterosexuality.
up the question

~.where

The author brings

are the social tendencies one would

hope. to find among teach.ers, such. as nurturanee, affiliation and
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intraception?
Novice teachers were found to differ from experienced
teachers, once again posing the question if experiences change

the personality profile, or if personality profile dictates the
type of person who remains in a profession.

Jael(Son and GOOa

do see that their findings ttappear to fit the atereotypic model

of the teacher as sexually impotent, obsequious, eternally
patient, painstakingly demanding and socially inept ft : but
they also warn the reader to be carefu.l about the statistics,

especially in view of the fact that the comparison group was
the younger college group.
def ord end e.xh

tnt

sue

bet

------------------_.. ,.------------------------,----------_.------+ + +
.... ::sl.gn

ower

A somewhat similar study was conducted by Lang (1960, pp.10l-104)

with 101 elementary ,and 87 high school female teachers, administering the EPPS along with a questionnaire on motivation for
teaching.

The author suggests that teaching serves as a distinc

outlet for certain needs, and these differ for individuals who

elect to teach on the elementary or secondary level.

Since

nurturanee. was highly significant for elementary level teachers,
(and their Lang Scale of motivation bore,.this out) the author
felt that his hypothesis was validated,

ll4!ll~lYt

that elementary
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teachers emphasized motives relating to the mothering aspect of
teaching, and since achievement was significant for the secondary

teachers, Lang felt that such teachers emphasized the aca-

dtmdc and intellectual facets of teaching as borne out by the

questionnaire and stated by the hypothesis.
Such studies are very significant. in that they bring attention to the motivation of teachers that are to be employed in
any given teaching assignment.

Cook, Linden, and McKay (1961, pp.86S,..,S71) also studied
teachers t and supported the above findings.

One hundred and

ninety-six sophomores who studied Educational Psychology as
teacher trainees were given the Guilford
Survey and the EPPS.

zimme~

Temperament

Using factor analysis, they found that

six factors pred0minate in the teacher profile: docility, dependency, authoritarianism (status, prestige, desire to manipulate
and control others). compulsive conformity, introversion, and
avoidance (superficial investment of self in many varied vocational, avocational and social activities.)

OnCe more tne res-

ults are disconcerting, and the authors suggest a real dis.
crepancy between the idealized and the observed personality
characteristics of teachers.
Epaineeri?S stude.nts
The final study to be reported is in some ways the most
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interesting, in that it compares engineering students not only
with liberal arts students, but als$ with successful engineers.

Izard (1960,. PP.

332~335)

found that engineers scored signifi-

cantly higher than the male. normative group in achievement,
deference. order. dominance, and endurance .. and lower in affili.
ation. intraception., succorance. abasement. nurturanca, and

heterosexuality.

These findings., the author felt, were quite

in keeping with the expected personality of an engineer, who
se.ems prim.erily related to objects and processes. rabb.er than
to people., When Izard studied engineering students. it

WS,$

found that they scored significantlY higher than liberal arts

college students in order and endurance and lower in intraoep,tion. nurturance f and affiliation, (.06).

Izard found that the

ensineer students scored in the opposite direction from the
engineers in dominance and aggression.

The question then arises

once more, whether students lacking these. qualities drop out of
engine.ering.• or if they acquire the.se qualities as they grow

proficient in their field.

Izard states that authors have found

that engineers become. more confident and less socially reticent

with increasing maturity.

Because this study oompares the

student with other students it is valuable for a

ref~nce;

it

finds evan greater merit since it compares the. student to the
successful e.ngineer.

In finding ten of the variables in the

seme d:l.re.ction. one begins to see the relati_W.p b~tween the
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student and the ace-omplisbed

$UCCe.Stl.

keepinc an eye. on. the

differences and thus hoping to find itl sUCh profiles indication
of futt;u:oe vocational. suocefta or failu.re.
Literat:urep~ab,1!l1 .•to t~e .S~~d.l o~ ~l'¥tria~,

The psychological testing of
1.y ow field.

~ialls

:t.

a

co~tlve.

As bas been previously indicated, testing a pe...

son in tte,ards to h.is personal Ufe .1. • ., <ktlicate Ut'Ide.rtaktlllf
not everyone bas a rlgb:t to do this; an4 often tbosa with t be
right can be seriously 'b.ttnpere4 by _
of the test results belo" bfm..
er1.o~s

tn~'te

l.\'t'l4erstaru1ing

It tsen1y natural that aup.

bave been cautious in regards to such testing, and bay.

only gracJ.u.elly allowed expe~ntatlon. care.fully plaune4 and

strictly supervised.
kCaU4e.,bO'W'evtlu.:' , a fuller 'l..ltl.derstand.1ng of the relation-

ahip of grace to nature baa graduallv evolved 1n theology. many

involved. tn. the training of

~nar:t114\8

to un4erstald better this nature of man.

have M<.ln fit to attempt
Much of the i.mp.etua

b.aIJ COU1e frcml tM works of Dom Yeraer Moore of Catholic univer--

atty, who wrote extensivel,.

Oft

the oocuance O! mental diso~r

among the members of religious life.
that
sbow

NUgioU8 wbo
~

to final

OOIDOn

now to not1_

develop neurotic and paychotl0 tendencies had

signs of a problem in. their perlJonality years previou.

VOW$

eand.idates

It 1.8

or oNination.

COII.e

It has been noticed that

$~

from psychologically poor backgrounds: broken
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homes f mothers who do not know how to love properly, etc.
Motivation is certainly a serious problem in many such cases:
jUst what is the reason for which a person would embrace religious life?

There are seminarians who insist their motivation

is the love of God and souls. and nevertheless consistently get
into trouble, or haveserioU$ moral problems, or are lost in the

crowd.

There are reason. for such behaviour:", reasons tl'l.llt have

too often been brushed aside with . . . .nts such as "He'll get

over this stage", or "Itt s

part of growing upu.

But sometimes tragedy is the end result.

So_times it is.

What must be clearly

avoided is the possibility of a person seeking the priesthood,
consciously or unconsciously t for t he satisfaction of salf-cen-

tered basic nee.ds..

Any experimentation which would lead to a

better understanding of one's self would be ultimately an act of
kindness to the candidate, and even a potential cause of growth
which _uld help in the refining of motivation.
Such is the purpose. of t he work going on today at some of
America's Catholic universities.

Earliest studies have come fr

Catholic University, Fordham and. Loyola University of Chicago.

Studies from Loyola have recently been compiled in a book. called
icree.nins or. Oand!4ates for th,. Priesthood and the Religious

Life.. The work of Magda Arnold with sequential analysis of the
-TAT
is presented here. Arnold feels that if is imperative to
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captw:e the basic positive or negative attitude. of a person:
"instead of discovering hidden personality dynamics, this method
of interpretation (of the TAT) reveals the way in which a man
deals with his emotions; how he reacts to adversity, how he
thinks success can be achieved, how he goes about creating good
relations with other people.

These attitudes are action tenden-

cies from which we can predict whether he will act in a constructive manner." (p. 61).

Here Arnold presents her views that

positive orientation to life is requisite for sUQcessful living
and vocational maturity.

Certainly sucb testing for a positive

outlook wou14 seem to be. an asset in the work of guidance and
assesstnet}t of candidates for the priesthocd.

Also in the. book

are studies by Hi.spanicus and Weisger.ber. on the use. of the.
MMPI with seminarians and a summary of

t

he work done with inter-

est tests by DtArey.

McCarthy (1959, p.39) found that people in religious life
have specific personality characte.ristics and interests, although
on some. characteristics, wide. differences are. found.,

He believed

that personality is changed by living in religious life, as is
to be expected and in some ways hoped for, since the striving for
ideals is essential to religious life.
Bier(1950, 589-604) compared major seminarians with
students in dental, law and liberal arts groups on the MMPI.

He.

fel t that the seminarians "manifested the same deviant tendencies
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as th.e general population of the study, though in a more marked
degree. u

The seminary group proved to be the most deviant por-

tion of an already deviant population.
Benko and Nuttin (1956, pp.10l-102) on a revised edition
of the MMPI for their own French culture, felt that the Psychasthenia, schizophrenia, and hypocbondriasis sCales discriminated well between well-adjusted and poorly adjusted seminarians,

and that seminarians wl\o scored abnormally high on two scales
give indication of serious lack of vocational adaptation.

Most

authors explain elevation in seminarian. scores as due to situational anxiety.

The Mf scales have been recently seen as an

indication of interests, such as those dealing with people, language and ideas, the type of interests found more frequently
among college students, although characterized in the test as
feminine (see Oottle, 1953, p.67).
More and more work is being done with seminarian ~ ., the
above being but brief indications of all the. research that haa
been and is prese.ntly be.ina conducted on the. seminarian personality.

For, speaking theologically, grace,the relationship that

exists between God and man, builds upon man's nature.

In study-

ing this nature. we. become more gradually aware of the typical
seminarian profile, and especially of the aberrations from this
profile.

We begin to look. for the positive personality, the
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emotionally balanced personality, the socially adjusted person,

the student with satisfactory home relationships.

When deviat-

ions from such normal profiles are found, questions should be
asked, reasons sought. doubts answered by action.
contributions

of'~ered

Such are the

and continually sought for by those in the.

field of psychological testing -- the better understanding of

the seminarian· s self.
Literature. PertainiPi to Stuc1ies Pr&viousik,scondUcted with the
Same Group 'rested 'In tliIs studl..wttti Hie. S
I

.

A final look at previous work done with seminarians confines itself to two studies done with the same group now being
tested with the I£PPS.

It is thus possible to better know the

present group under study by reviewing the previous profiles

as recorded in these studies.
The seminarian group of the present study is divided tnto
three groups, At B. and

c,

acCording to classes.

had taken the }ttI!PI. the Kuder

Pre~erence

Groups A and B

Record and the Mooney;

Problem Check List one year previous to the present study

on the EPPS.

The results of those tests were subject of Masters

of Arts theses submitted by John Gorman (1961) and Andrew
MCDonough (1961) of Loyola University.
with Group J)

Aft' MCDonough

Both Gorman (working

(working nth Group A) found that

the MMPI pro!ile on the enttre group indicated a well-adjusted
personality.

The groups scored lower on all scales of the
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J.H?I than most other college populations.
Gorman reported that Group B. then a fourtb-year high

school group Boon to be graduated, scored lower than. the normative college group on all scales except on
which was slightly higher.

schizophrenia,

McDonough, reporting on Group At the.

group a year older in first year college, found 'that scores in

,Hs (Hypochondriasis). D (Depression), Pa (paranoia). Ps (Psych.
astb.erda) and Se (Schizophrenia) were all higher

group than the. college l10rmatiw group.

tn the

seminary

The two groups bad

similar profiles though the older group scored higher in every
scale. significantly so (.05 level 01 confidence) in hypochondriasis. d.ep:re.8sion, hysteria, paranoia and psychasthenia.
Gorman felt that age was a possible major detendn1:nl factor in

the score differences.

Nevertheless, since all soores approxi.

mated the college mean, both concluded that the seminary population was a well adjusted group according to their MMPI findings.
Both Gorman and MoDonough.. by empirically determining a
cut-off point, selected a "high group" of thirty e:1ght students.

It was hoped tbat such a process might distinguish the adjusted
from the non.adjusted students within a group.

Their profiles

were mainly extensions of the entire group profile. at though
Gorman noticed a disproportionately elevated depression scale
for his high group.

Both writers felt that this high group

should be worked with and given the opportunity to have greater
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ttbalance in their lives. ff

(Gorman, p. 98).

It is these groups

which will be taken into comparison in this study t snowing bow
those who remained in the seminary scored on the. EPPS. taken
one-half year later.

As a result of their Kuder findings, both writers concluded
that the seminarians were .ery high. as is proper, in tOcial

service and literary interests, but surprisingly, also in
putationa! interests.
provocative.

co~

Both found a low persuasive score quite

On the Moonel Check L~st. the seminarian scored

slightly below the average number of problems found among the

college male ,roup.,

The greatest number of problems . . : fOUlld

in ACW (Adjustment to Oollege Work). which was also true for all
college stud4nts.

The. high groups t however t scored a far great

percentage Of both ordinary and serious problems than the remain-

ing group of seminarians (total group minus the high group).
This was a significant finding for the author, attributing great
value. then, to the cut-off score of the MMPI.
Group A was 113.17 t for GroUP B f 115.4.

The maan IQ for

Approximately six

months later I: these same two groups would take tl;l.e E4wards

Personal

P~ereM\. Sched:u.~e,

except for a nW.llber of dropouts.

DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTS AND PROCEDURE

Part one of this chapter will be devoted to a deseription
of the instrument used. in this study. the

~dw_ds

Personal

!rderence SChedule..
'tThe EPPS was designed primarily as an instrument for
research and counselling purposes, to provide quick and. convenient measures of a number of relatively independent normal
personality variables."

(Manual. p. S).

'l'be. test is designed

to measure fifteen personality variables:
Ach Achievement
Def Deference
Ord

Order

Exh Exhibition
Aut Auto'DOllV
Aft Affiliation
lnt lntz-aceptian
Sue SUCcorance
nom Dom:tnance
Aba Abasement
Nul"

Nurturance

Oha

Ohange.

End Endurance
Het Heterosexuality
Agg Aggression

Besides these variables. the author provides a sixte.enth
score,. a check for test consistency (con) by comparitlg the
number of identical choices made in two seta of the same fif-

teen items, thus adding to

t~

fifteen variables a consistency
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score.
The author makes no attempt to define the fifteen variables

except in terms of the particulaJl' test items that appear under
the variable.

On a page entitled tiThe Manifest Needs associated

with each of the Fifteen Variables tt the author lists abbreviated
forms of the test items under each variable. se.rving thus as a
descriptive definition.

POI"

example, some needs will be here.

listed to indicate the meaning of the variables:
authorit~

achievement:

to do one t s best; to be a recognized
to do a difficult job well.

deference:

to get suggestions froa others; to praise
others, to accept leadership of others.

order:

to keep things neat and orderly; to have work.
files.. meals. trips organized.

exhibition:

to be the center of attention; to say witty
and cle.ver things.

autonomy,

to be able to come and go as desired; to

be

independent of others in making decisions i
to criticize those in authority.

~f:fil1ationl

to be. l.oyal to friends; to do things for
friends.

int raeept ion:

to analyze one's motives and feelings;' to
observe others; to und.erstand bow others
feel about problems.

succorance:

to have others provide help when in trouble.,
to seek encouragement from others.

clominance.:

to be a laaGer in groups; to make group's
decisions.

~~\ST oWi",-:s. ..

rf'~~~:~~~;y

)
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0_

abasement:

to feel guilty when
does something wrong;
to feel the need forconfessiQa of errors.

nurturance:

to help friends when they are in trouble, to
forgive others J to be. generous with otners.
to do l1.ew and d1ffe.reat tb.ings 1 to travel,
to fOXllive·others; to be ge.nel."OUs with Other8

to keep at a job until it is finished, to
work bard at a task.
lleterose.xualitYI to get out with members of the. opposite. sexJ
to be in love; to 1d.ss t to participate in
discussions about sex. to Nad books. tall
jokes about sexl to 'be4ome s6XUally excited.

aggression!

to attack ool1trary points of vie.w, to oriticiza others PUbliC1Yl" to become angry. to
bl._ .there when t11. :rags go wong.

E.oh of the lift.en variables is
the other variables.

p~

twice with .aon of

Per example:

I l.ike to help my friends when the, are in trouble.
I like. to do lD.J vary best in whateve.r I undertake.

Hwe, two traits. that: of nurturance aDd

aoh.i.vem~nt.

are. matche4

one against the. other, a preference, o£ one item over another
indicative of the prese.nce, of tha1; particular personality trait.

Among the 225 comp.n.sons. eacb variable will have appeared
Thus a person can have chosen a particula'

twenty.eight times.

variable. as little.
times..

M

no t1aes. and as o.fte.n as twenty-.e.ight

Tbea. raw scoras then can be compared to normative

group-' raw soores., and a person ean see in what percentile he
falls for e_11. petieular trait.

Obviously a raw soore of zero

,.,ul4 indicate the absence of the tr4dt. aMacera. in betwee.
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some pl.aCe along the continuum..

The problem of social desirability (ad) is found in every
personality te.st.

If all the items of a test were listed in a

s1mp1.e Q:heck 1.18t:. and a person were. asked to ch.eck the :l.tams
that were descriptive of himself. the. probability of e.ndorse.

ment would rise with the. social desirability of the sta1:At.1l1ent.

Edwards had given a list of

1~

statements to 140 students, be

found. that a statem.ent such as "1 like. to be loyal to my friends'
Was endorsed. by 98% of the students.

(one!:n fact might won4e.1"

about the two percent who did not en4ol"se the statame1\t as oharacteristio of themselves I ). Even wbe:n

tn.

tests _re taken

anonytllOwaly, there was a d.efinit. correlation between pNbabil-

:Ltv of e.ndorseme.nt and social desirability.

To countaraet this

tendency. Edwards constructe.d the s4 scale, giving each 8tate.

ment a scale va1.\:J.e., baaed on the opiniotlS of " group of judges.
From. these he would. cb.oose. nearly equ.ivalent (in ad) statements

to form a forced choioe inventory.

Thus Edwards was departing

from two previously tried efforts toaontrol ad.

S()11.\$ inven-

tories contained statements that were. subtle or neutral in

pect to ad.

'fhe. JtMPI used special

a. tende~y of the

sealas, such as

person to 8core ad items.

res.

It to ~e

Edwards hoped to

construct a test in which the. subject wo.J14 be f'or:-:..d to

oboesebetween two items equal in ad, thus in.dicat1:ag

oS

true
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preference, coming not' from the. it~ ad" but from defini:te
It can be seen that tb.e. two state.

personality character!stioa.

ments given above as anexam.ple pose • real. problem. to most
people, both items are approx:1.mately equally desirabl.e sOC~llYJ
a choice would seem to have to oome from the person's persona1.it~.

The system is not without

it~j

eri.t1ca.

Some have felt

(Cohen. Peld.'l:rul:n, Corah, Grueh, }!ea40w, Riagwall, 1958) that t'he

ad of an item changes when pd.ft4 with 8uother item.

lieved they ha4 disoovend

il

They be-

de.fini te hierU'Cht:al patten emerg-

ing when sllbjeets wet"e asked to Ohoose the moft "eially de.sire-

able. item •• aohieve.m.ent Qver succorance and hete-rcsexgal! ty f
oNer, ovar aggression, and abasement 'Over heterosexuality.
Using eighty. . . subjects in one. experiment and fift,..five in
anothe t they concluded to the definite presence of ad as an
important fact<>r st111 remaining in the. BPPS.

others (vid. Ke.11-

eher. 1959. P. 100) deny that 8d plays any s:tgnifioant role.
That ad is still a factor is not really too surprising.

Xt is • factor not to be forgotten 1rt. the administration of this
(and many) tests.

ltdwards himself admits that all pairings were

not p4rfectly matohed.

Nor does the very fact of s4 invalidate

s. test . . if that were SOt -.at inventories would be in jeopard,..

The fact tbat a subject chooses an item. whioh is the more socia-

lly desirable does not necessarily d6ny any honesty on the
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subjeot t s part •• perhaps besides the. most socially desirable,

it might also be the Dlc:tt."e characteristic of the subject.
important argument to be remembered

task. of taking the test.

i;;)'

An

th.e very frustrating

The items are so wel.l matche.d. th.at

choice. for l.11Ost subje.cts. is almost exasperating.

Many sub-

jects admit to be.ing worn ou.t by the test. a fact not too

praise.worthy in. itself. but certainly indicative. of the e:a1t'e.M
matchingo! the items.

social desirllbility as .. fActoJ! remains.

It is 'I.1Avertb.ele.ss to the. QX*edit of the author in wos-1dng out
an inven.tory '¥thich. ad notw1thstandiuc_ outs down. the measure

of personal bias in the test.
The personal! ty variabl.es sought by the. inventory are take.

trom a

11st of

man1fe.~t

needs as theorised by Henry A.

The author does associate the variables with

f~nife.st

Mur~.

ne.eds"

when he. lists a.nd desoribe.. thetnJ but doe.s not elaborate any
fu.rther on this relationship.

He in fact seems to assiduously

avoid the. t.rm "need" in favor of the tarm "personality variable

we may

aasUl.1.Ul then. that the.

te.st is intended to be no more

than an asse.ssment of personality characteristios. without int~ndtnc

to ",striot the eonoept to th.e te.1"Il "need« Whioh of

itself could bear certain clinical connotations net found in
the simple term ttvariable. tt
The subjects are. gi'f'en the. teat consisting of 225 foreed.

choices.

Although the author claims most collage students finis
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the test by the end of fifty mi1\Utes t there. is no lwt as
to time.

The choices are marked on answer sheets f whioh can

be scored by hand or by ntAChine. although machine scoring re-

quires a special scoring sheet.

Results may then be plotted on

a profile chart found en the reverse side of

t

b.e. scoring sheet.

with percentiles already marked ten;' :rd.mple. scoring.

The. Man.ual

has peroe.ntile charts for normativa grou.ps of College students

an4 General Adult Groups. male and female. as well as T scores
for College students. male and female.
The Coll.ege. sample. was talaan from. high sohool graduates with
some college training.

The.

t;~ample

consisted of 749 college

women and 760 college m.en. enrolled in day or e.vening liberal
arts classe.s at various universities and colleges.

Their aces

varied from a few in the t ...n8 to a ve.t"Y few in the forties aDd.
~iftie.8f

although the. great majority were bracketed in tha 20-24

age group.

The. General Adult sample was taken by a ttnat:f.on.wide sample.
of male. and female. household heads who are members of a consumer

pu.rohaae panel used for

~ket

surveY$."

The

EL"mpl~

aovered

oou:nties in th& fOJr'ty-dght sta.tes. completed by 4031 a<alea
and _932 females in 5105 bouseholds.

The. author found higbly

s1gnif:teant d1.fferenoes between tb.e a4u1t and cell.,e groups t
although all Giffe.rences between sex groups for both groups

in the

$1._ direction..

W6re
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As previously mentioned, Edwards provides a ch.eck to see
wheth.er or not the subject had carefully thought out his answer$t
There. are fifteen items which are repeated.

provide for 7.5 similar responses.
eleven or

more

Chance alone would

Edwards has determined that

identical responses could occur by chance only

six times out of a hundred and considers eleven as indicative of

a significant departure from. chance.

Actually. 7S% of t he

no~

ative oollege group scored eleven or better in the consistency
score (con). and. only two percent scored eight or belOW, an ob.vious indication that most subjects took the test with some
degree of care.
Part two of this chapter is devoted to the method of presentation.

The main purpose of the. s tudy was to ascertain the

profile of

III

seminary population by the use oft he EPPS, compar-

ing it tben to a normative. coll.ge group.

The same seminarian

group had previously been te.sted, as mentioned above, with the
MMPI, the Kuder Pre.ference Record. and the )bonex Probl;em C1'!4ck

-

List.
A total of 408 college seminarians were tested, the grand

total of the three groups that had atte.nded a newly.founded.

Junior College..

The first group (NI8S) and the second group (N:

143) were tested together upon entrance into the college, a year
later, the third group (N:180). the incoming freshman group.

was tested.
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was tastad.

The tests were administered by a qualified psychologist.
There was a minimum of structuring, in accordance with the directions of the manual.

Al though the seminarians had taken pre.

rious psychological tests, the taking of the EPPS caused .. nwnber
of students .. serious problem.

They desired to distinguish

oertain oitha choices, indicating that "like" can mean several
things *

Per example, a person can nUke ft to do one thing by

nature, but prefer another through learning.

The students were

merely told to refer to the printed instructions on the test,
without any further structuring.

Rea1lts should take into accoUll

this difficulty encountered in the test.
The seminary population is the Junior College division of th
seminary system..

The student s had finished four years of high

school at the }iinor Seminary, and were to follow up with six
years at the. Major seminary after their two years at the Junior
COllege.

The. scores were checked, re-checke.d, and compiled under

the supervision of a qualified psychologist.

Four comparisons are made:
The seminarian (Junior College level) compared to the norm.-

ative college student.

The seminarians who remained in the. seminary since testing
with those. who had since left.
The seminarians of the tfhigh_grouplt (those who scored high

on the Ml1Pl) compared to th.e remainder of t he group.

The seminarians of each class compared with. each other.
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The bases used to distinguish the groups ware the variables

which were significantly different at the .OS, .01 or .001 level.
The main purpose of the study is to be descriptive, so that interpretation of the results ~dll be minimal.
treated separately.

Each comparison is

CHAPTER IV

DESCRIPTION OF RESULTS
~e Semina~~an

and

~he

Normative Oollele Student

The EPPS scores of 408 .Junior College seminarians were compared to the gcorea of the 760 men who comprised the college.
sample as given in the. EPPS manual.

As Table I shows, the semin-

arians scored significantly higher in affiliation. succorance,

abasement, nurturance, and aggression <as well as in achievement

(.02) ). and lower in order, autonomy, intraception, dominance,
and heterosexuality.
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TABLE I

!: Q2!2arison. of
Variable

Seminari~s

with the Normative 0011ele GrouE
level of sig.

Raw Score

Sem. Mean

Col. Mean
Raw Score.

achievement

16.30*

15.66

2.55

.02

deference

11.06

11.21

0.67

NS

9.40

10.23*

3.08

.01

exhibition

14.82

14.40

1.94

NS

autonomy

13.27

14.34*

4.14

.001

affiliation

16.24*

15.00

4.63

.001

intraception

13.99

16.12*

7.23

.001

succorsnoe

13.06*

10.74

7.71

.001

dominance

16.41

17.44*

3.42

.001

abasement

14.50*

12.24

7.53

.001

nurturance

16.23*

14.04

7.57

.QOl

cb.aDge

15.35

15.51

0.54

NS

endurance

12.93

12.66

0.82

NS

heterosexuality 12.31

17.65*

12.98

.001

aggression

14.00*

12.79

4.12

.001

constancy

12.10

11.53

0.78

NS

order

t

It

N •

408

NS ;: Not significant

760
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Table. II

how

ShOt-IS

the two groups differed according to their

personality variables.

Table II shows the order of importance

of the. variables according to the mean number of ttmes the variable "'as chosenl
TABLE II

Ranki!S of Cb;oices Aecordi!,!& to the Mean.

.

Se,minarian

.

variable
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

dominance
achievement
affiliation
nurturanoe
change
exhibition
abasement
aggression
intraception
autonomy
succorance

College Normative Group
variable
• ,.

-mean
16.41

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

16.30
16.24
16.23
15.35
14.82
6.
7.
14.50
8.
14.00
13.99
9.
10.
13.27
13,.06
11.
12. endurance
12.93
13. heterosexuality 12.31
14. de.ference.
11.06
15. order
9.40

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

he!::erose.xua.lity
dominan::e
1n1:rae6pt1on
achievement

change

affiliation
exhibition
autonomy
nurturance.
aggression
e.ndurance
abasement
deference
succoranoe
order

-

mean

17.65
17.44
16.12
15.66
15.51
15.00
14.40
14.34
14.04
12.79
12.66
12.24
11.21
10.74
10.23

The statistios of Table I wen quite surprising, in thai:

they showed so many diffe.renc8s bet-vlefm t:he seminarian and his
college counterpart.

Table II helps us to e.valuate these. diff-

erences in a be.tter light.

Most noticeable is the difference in

rank order of heterosexuality.

Because the average collegiate

will choose the heterosexual value at least five times more
in a test than the seminarians the results for the remain!

14-5

variables will be somewhat distorted.

It would be interesting

to know how the results would have turned out if all heterosexual
items had been e.1!minated in this comparison.

As it is, there

nevertheless remain indications of the students' preferences.
A look at Table II shows that in many ways. the young men

are quite similar.

Oertain "nee.ds" are. ranked high by both

groups, and others ranked low.

Some. observations can now be made.

Oertain needs are universal to the college-age student.

1.

Dominance, aChievement and change are ranked among the first:

five by both groups.
Oertain needs are. universally low. compared to the

2.

other variables.

Succorance, endurance, deference and order

are among the last five in each group.
Certain differences can be seen among the highly-ranked

3.

variables.

The results of the heterosexual scores, are,at

first, quite surprising.

The

first thought that could pre-

sent itself is that the seminarian is perhaps a totally
different person than the college student.

There are indic-

ations. however, that suggest that such a conclusion should
be

modified.

For it is entirely plausible that the seminar-

ian. quite. heterosexually inclined by nature, has trained
bim.self to prefer other values of a more altruistic nature.
Fer

e.xample, when the EFPS was administere.d to the seminara,

pairings which included heterosexual items provoked the
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greatest number of questions; the seminarian was obv,.ously
puzzled as to how he should answer such questions -.. Becord...
ing to his natural te.ndencie.s, or according to his acquired
preferences? Furthermore. in view of the life of celibacy to
which he in.tends to dedicate himself, the seminarian constantly endeavors to subllma.te his natural he.terosexual inclinations. It is therefore possible.

to

be.lieve, without disre ...

garding the possibility of other explanations, that the cause
of the great discrepancy in the heterosexual SCOre can be
attributed to training rather th.an to any innate disposition.
The dominance

scor~

should also be noted; for although it

ranked first for the seminarians, the score W'as nevertheless
significantly higher for the college student. It

t..~ll

shown later thi::,t the high ranking for the dominance

be

8QOre

of seminarians was effeote.d by the weight of the scores of
seminnrians who were soon to leave.

Not so easily explained is the seminaria.ns t low score for
intraception.io'ihy semi.narians. supposedly inte.rested in

understanding the motivation end feelings of themselves and
others, scored so low is a problem which wOI,ld merit
further research.
4. The. Geminarians' scorea are distin:Juished by high social

needs. Affiliation and nurturanee rank high for the semina-

rian. For his life. is to be dedicated to oth.e.rs· and his
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social needs ara to be filled by his friends, rather than
through heterosexual relationships.

At first, one might

not only question the low intraception score, but also wendel
why the nurturance score was not even higher.

It shall be

later shown, however, that the total seminarian score had
been adversely affected by the scores of those within the
seminarian population who soon were to leave the seminary.
5.

While most of the differences are consistent with per-

sonalities expected (e.g., it is logical that the seminari...
be sensitive to his faults; thus the high score on abase.
ment) it is open to question why the seminarian scored
significantly higher on aggression.

Should it happen that

all seminarians score consistently higher in aggression
than other groups f 1. t would be a matter of great concern to
discover what factors (in seminarian life?) cause this to
occur.
Briefly, the test saams to say this about seminarians:

l.Jb.ile in many ways they resemble their college brothers in
universally striving for dominance. achievement, and cha.nge, they
do bear certain distinguishing characteristics.

The seminarian

has a greater desire to be loyal and do things for friends; on
the other hand, he is also quicker to seek help and encouragement
from others when in need.

Besides his close relationship to
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friends, he is quicker to help all people, somewhat
to be kind and sympathetic towards others.

more

inclined

He has a deeper sense

of abasement, accepting blame and feeling guilty in wrong.doing.
Perhaps surprisingly to some, he is quicker to criticize. become

angry and aggressive.

Finally, he has a somewhat greater desire

to achieve.
On the other hand, the college student is more independent,
possessing a greater need to say what he thinkS and do what he
wants.

He also has a greater need for dominance, seeking to

e.rvise and lead.
ians'.

sup~

His need for order is greater than the seminar-

Quite surprisingly, he is more intraceptive, more con-

cerned with the problems and feelings of others, trying to understand

and

analyze them.

Finally. as to be expected, he is much

more eager to see.k out the other sex.
The. Seminarian
and • the Ex.Seminarian
..
t .

The seoond comparison paired the seminarians who had left

the Seminary since they took the EPPS with the seminarians who
persevered.

It is often debated whether the personality of

students who leave differs significantly from the personality of
those who remain.

Using the EPPS as a guide, certain differences

were established.

Table III lists the variables in rank, order

according to preference, designating the variables which are
higher to a significant degree.

I

TABLE III
Comparison of the Mean Scores of seminarians who have left the
Seminary with seminarians who have persevered, on the Edwards
Personal Preference Schedule
n

Seminarians ,viM have ,left (l'!:872

Seminarians

•

to1ho remained{N:32~

-

1. Achievement

Mean
-16.45

1. Nurturance

2. Change

16.32*

2. Affiliation

16.48*

3. Heterose.xuality

16.26***

3. Dominance.

16.45

4. Dominance

16.24

4. Aohievement

16.26

5. Affiliation

15.31

5. Change

15.09

6. Nurturance

15.22

6. Exhibition

14.82

7. Exhibition

14.78

7. Abasement

14.70

8. Aggression

14.75

8. Intraception

14.35**

9. AUtonomy

13.86

9. Aggression

13.79

10. Abasement

13.78

10. Succorance

13.20

11. Intraception

12.65

11. Autonomy

13.105

12. SUccorance

12.50

12. Endurance.

13.10

13. Endurance

12.33

13. Deference

11.25

14. Deference

10.35

14. Heterose::mality

11.24

Variable

15. Order

8.7S
..

Significantly greater * .05
** .01
*** .001

}1ean

Variable

15. Order
• u.

16.50*

9.57
I

•

.. J1

)
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The differences beeorne imme.diately apparent..

The former

s$i.il1nariano· needs for change and hetct'ose:l{uality are signifi....
cantly greater than the same needs for th.e seminarians who per.-

severe.

The fact that change and heterosexuality rank second

and third immediately indicate the tension that was present when
they took the test as seminarians.
uality

SCOft.

A high Change and heterosex-

would certainly se.em. an indication of

Ii

futUft

dropout from th.e seminary" .spe.ciaUy in regards to the beterose)i:UaUty score. whioh ranked third for the seminarians who le.f't
and fourteenth for those who remained.

It might be noticed that

the dropout bas not the same need for e.ndurance as has the sea..

inarian. who perseveres (altMugb. the difference is short of sig•

.

n:f.fioanoe.>

It sae.ms that the seminarian who left had au-eady

show. a marked desire to ohange his present status when he had
taken the El?PS.
The scores for 'the seminarians who remained are just as

revealing.

Ranld.ng nu,rturanoe and affiliation firs.t and ae-coM,

the seminarian who perse.veres shows h:i.mself primarily to be.

other-d!rected.

That he be of service. to others is primary in

bis desires, to a degree significantly greater than for the
sem:i.D.a.rian dropout.

Furtbartpere. his sooial ties must exist

with his frie.nd.s rather than through heterosexual relationsh:lps!
again to a significant dagre.e. Thus the. seminarian who perse.veres
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is marked out by his nurturance and affiliation scores.

Absence

of a high nurturance and affiliation score in a seminarian profile could be a cause of wonder for both candidate and superior.
It is interes ting to se.e how the. problems, brought up by
the comparison of seminarians with the normative college group,
are in some degree answered by the second comparison.

The reason

why dominance and achievement outranked affiliation and nurtur-

anee in the over-all seminarian score is now seen as due to weigh
of the scores of those who were to leave the seminary within the
ye.ar.

~Jithout

the scores of those who were to leave, nurturance

and affiliation rank first and second for seminarians, as one
would think most proper.

Furthermore, the score for intraception

is brought to a more respectable. level for seminarians with the
exclusion of the dropouts' scores, although still far behind the
level of the college normative group.

The intraception score

includes items that concern. the analysis of both onets own and
others' motives and behaviour.

It would seem that the dropout

would be intraceptive about his own behaviour; but perhaps his
own self-consciousness excludes oonoern for others to the extent
that the intraception score would be low.

Whatever the reason

for the low intraception score for the dropout. a higher intracaption score for the seminarians who stay seems desirable; for

the future priest cannot be sympathetio to the problems of
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others unless he

begia~

to learn a sensitivity to them.

A high

intraception score seems to indicate the presence of just such
a

~ensitivity.

The aggression score is higher fo1" the dropouts than for

either the seminarians or the nOl4native group!

The score seems

to indicate a dissatisfaction, perhaps with their present state

of life.

Although the score affects the seminarians' aggression

score, it alone

ca~ot

account for the high total score, since

the aggression score for seminarians who remain stays high.

The

problem, therefore, remains, why seminarians, even those who
remain, score so much higher than the normative group of college
students in aggression.
difference between seminarians who leave

and those who remain are apparent .~Jhi.le the dropouts are concerned with change and heterose:>"'"UAlity, the seminarians think in
terms of helping others and being with friends.

Furthennore,

the seminarians wbo remain are more. intraceptive.

The scores

not only differentiate the two groups, but serve to explain some
of the problems which arose when the total seminarian population

was considered in contrast to the

no~tive

group.

,\b.e "High GrouE"
In. the studies conducted by Gorman. and J.1cDonough (vid.MC
Donough, 1961, p. 59) a. discrimination wa.s made bet'l'leen the
and the rest of the seminarian

The sub "ects
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were ranked acoording to their mean soores of all the MMPI soales
Note was made of every score 70 or above.

Finally, a cutting

point of 57.3 was established by MODonough and 58.5 by Gorman in
their respeotive studies as the first point going from bighest
to lowest mean, were. there were more than two students who had

no scale above 70. Included in the study were aeveral students
who

had no scores of 70 or above. but included in the "high"

group because of their high. average.
Gorman and MCDonough felt that the scores of the High group
'tindioated tbat they were less well adjusted alld could use som.e

coun..qelling." (P. 54)

Furthemorn, this same group showed a much

greater percentage of problems when taking the Mooney

P~bl~~

Check List.
Seaause the authora felt that this group was worthy of
special study, the same high group (with. a high. group of Class C
added according to the. same criteria) was included for the third
of this studyts comparisons.

This part of the study tries to

answer whether the high group will show a distinot
profile when taking the EPPS.

personality

Table IV shows the results.
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TABLE IV

Comparison of the Mean Soores achieved on the EPPS between
seminarians who scored High on the M.t'iPI and all other seminarians
I,

All
\N; 3602
, othe.r Seminarians
,

HiSh GroU!! .(N:48)

Variable
1. Achievement
2. Nurturance

.

-Mean

17.23

1. Dominanoe

Mean
-16.57

16.65

2. Affiliation

16.25

Variable.
,
•
L'

3.

Affiliation

16.35

.3. Aohievement

16.18

4.

Abasement

15.46

4. Nurturance.

16.17

5.

Succorance

15.38***5. Change

6.

Dominance

15.19

6. Exhibition

14.84

7.

Change

14.83

7. Abasement

14.37

8.

Exhibition

14.60

8. Intracep t ion

14.05

9.

Aggression

14.50

9. Aggression

13.93

10.

Intraoeption

13.54

10. Autonom.y

13.25

11.

Autonomy

13.38

11. Endurance

13.19**

U. Heterosexuality

12.10 12. Succorance

15.42

12.75

13.

Endurance

11.02

13. Heterosexuality

12.34

14.

Deference

10.96

14. Deference

11.08

15.

Order

9.19

15. Order

T'.

Significantly greater **.01
***.001

••

9.43
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Only two significant differences were established.

The

high group scored significantly higher in succorance, while the
more average group scored h.igher in endurance.
The results, to some degree, seem to confirm the sensitivity
one might expect to find in the high group.

They scored signif-

icantly lower in the need for endurance, which seems to indicate.

a,lack of drive and a tende.ncy toward distraction in their work.
The high group scored higher in the need to achieve and the need

for self....abasement. but both scores fell short of significance,
in this study (although it is conceivable, that, maintaining a
similar standard deviation, these variables, as well as a lowar

need for dominance, would become significant in a study entailing
a,greater number of high group members.)

MOst impressive of all

is the score on succorance, in which the high group defin! tely
showed a marked need to be helped by others,.

Succorance se.ldom

ranks high in any list; yet for the high grouP. it ranks. fifth,
even ahead of the need for dominance which ranks so highly among
all other college. groups.

The fact that dominance just barely

fell short of significance for the average group seems to verify

the fact that the high

gro~p

shies away from leadership and

looks to others for encouragement and understanding.

Succorance

definitely seems to epitomize the high group; perhaps no other
variable. could better characterize this group.
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More research with a greater number of high group students

is needed to further substantiate what McDonough and Gorman have
been led to believe by their l+lPI findings: that the tthigh group"

is a less-well adjusted group.

Certainly the EPPS profiles help

to indicate their distinct characteristics, and cause one to
wonder whether their sensitivities will eventually help or hinder
theta in the pur sui t of their vocation.
The Three Seud:narian Classes
A final comparison involves the three individual classes

which comprise the total seminarian group.

While it bas been

seen that seminarians do differ from college students in their
personality profiles, it has been hypothesized that seminarians.
grouped according to classes, might to some alight degree. differ
among themselves.

This would lend itself to what has often been

referre4 to as "Class personality".

professors will often state

that one class is so very different from a.nother class, it is now
sought whether such differences can be discovered through psychological

testing~

,11"-"';" ~. """.,.

Table V shows the i~ank
o~d.elt of variables as chosen by indi.
..........,,-_.... _---........ .
,

vidual Classes.

~

.J"
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TABLE V

aompeison Of Mean Scores of Three Individual Olas sas lJithin
The seminary Population
i.

,

I

1li4$

",...

...

UPS Me.all Soo"
Vatiable,

r

Sicnif1cance of dUf.bet.
Levei o:f COnfidence

. ,gMiS:s i : Qtass .1 : : Q6iia::p

AchievemenT.::

16.01

16.83

15.99

Deference

U.52

10.83

11.03

9.80

9.39

9.23

Exhibition

14.• 36

14.83

15.02

AutonoJlt.Y

12.20

13.37

13.69

Affiliation

16.34

16.45

16.01

Intraeeptioa

15.07

13.35

13.98

Suoco~a.nee

13.16

12.74

13.26

oetd.n.aaoe.

15.54

17.31

16.11

Abasement

13.96

14.22

14.98

Nutmll"'a.'DOe

17.49

15.69

16.06

Ohange.

14.69

14.67

16.21

Encl1u"anoe

13.32

13.12

12.61

Hete~sexuality

13.06

12.38

11.91

~ast.a

13.32

14.19

13.68

Order

"k_

0"

.: 7J

m: m :

.01

.05
.01

.OS

.01

.01

.05

.Os

.'.

N=

85

143

180

D.D

II!

.01

..

,

•
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A study of the results shows that se.minarians in any

given class essantinllY dosoore. the. same.

POUl"

of the. five.

highe.stsoores are alwaY$ nurturance, dominance, aohievement.
and aff:tliation, while

sUCCOr41\06.

heterosexuality, deference,

and order quite oonsistently are found at the end of the list.
Nevertheless. in each of tha three classes there is at

least one str:Ud.ng differEmce. a difference which might wall lend

itself to establishing a 'fclass personalitY".

This study does

not intend to conclude to such a personality.

It merely presents

tba profile as the statistics seem to indicate..

Further research

could. well establish the objective pre_nee of the persol\41ity

seemingly indicated by test results.
The seminarian olasses seem very siadlar in their sem1n-

eian-like characteristics, llUrturanoe and affiliation are alWaY'S
close to the top

ot the 11st.

There are, thus, the desires tG

help people, to be loyal to friends. as WQll as the te.ndencies

to be. a le.ader and make decisions, and to be sUQcessful.

It has

been noted that this profile tends to differ from the. uormative
collegiate· s pro.file tOo .. marked degree. for among sendnarians"
n~lU'"ance., achie.v~nt.

dominance, and affiliation always dominat4

the selections.
Nevertheless there does seem to be a differe:nce in the.

scores among the elasaea.

lJ.~he

firat-ratJ.ked variable was always
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significantly higher ttutn this same variable fol" the other

classes.
Group A, the. older group (by a yo ea.r) at the time of testing
(and the smalle.st, N:85) was much more other-centered in that

they

110" strongly sought

to be. of aerv:lca to others f more. intra-

aeptive (obscerving the. feelings and behaviour of othus) and l'DUch

less dasiroU6 of autonomy.

Group B. however. seemed much more.

ef a driving class, strongly d6sirous ••1" dOld.tltIll\Ce. their

desires for ach1eveme.utand a&gJfesaio'D. were also bighel", though

not significantly so.

Group

a

also sltowed

strong. that Of the desire. fo. ob.a'ftge..

B.

taait peculiarly

Tb.us it might be. h",..

thesiaed tha.t this group would be the most restless of the thr6e

classes.
the. differences might be s_n in this manne.r,

Classes soo.. bas1eally the same in their seminarian pa:-ofi.les.
Yet individual. olasses seem. to lllId.n.tain

ual1ty_

BOllIa

Olass A, '014er by a ye.ar was muoh

aspect of indi"id.

UIO",e

othe-....ce.nte.l"ed.

'being mora desirous to be. of service. to others. and intrnee.ptive.

ot others· feel.ings and behaviourl

Qnup B Was more self.ce.ntere.

and aggressive. "coring h1gber :tn dondna.uee. and b.1gbeJl' (though

not signifioantly) U Clre.ssiol'l and acldeV6ment.

Group C seemed

, . be the most restless of the groups, desirous . f Oba:oge more.

tb.an the o t . groUPS4j

The. stateants of faculty me.mbers con-

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It. <i6soriptive study of the Edwards Personal Preference

Schedule was made with a seminary population. at 1:he level of
the. Junior Oolle.ge.

tered tile test.

A

total of 408 sea1narLms were admin:ls-

Four hypotheses were madEH first that semin-

arians differ significantly in their personality ,1"Ofiles from
students of the normative 0011ege groUPt second, that seminarians
wbe remd.ned in the seminary differed from the semin.ary students

who had le..ft: the sem:lnary from the time of test1. up to the

time of the study; third. that seminariaus from a so-called
.thigh group" (those who scored. above .. designated out.off point

on the l41PI) diUere.c1 from the rest of the se.td.narian population,
fOUl'th. that ind1:ri.dual olasses wittdll a popu.latio1\ differed,

lending to the. possibility of the existence of a "Class persoa,.
aUt,...
When the seminarians were c~mpared with the normative
oollege grouP. it was fo·un,d that sem:Lnar:f.ms scored significantly

creater than the:tr college oounterparts in effiliation, achieve-

meat. succorance, abasement. nurturance and aggression, and
lower in

~rf

autonomy, intraeeption. dominan.oe. and especially
60
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hete:t'Os8xua.li:ty.

aria scores

8.l"e

It is believed that see of composite. sem1'D*

weighted by the preferences of the groups

within the population.

Thus a high seminarian score 1:n suceor-

ance. might be partially explained by its value. found aIlObg tha
high groupl thus alae the eeminariatls' tow score on intraception

and t.he l.o'Wer-than-ndght-be expe.cted score on nurturanee could
be e:xplai'fted by their comparative.ly lower significance among the

dropout group within their total popu1ation.
ce.rtain conclusions can be l'D&d.4\.

Nevertheless J

It is sean that among semin-

arians and college stude.nts alike, oerta1ft variables rank high,
suh as dominance. achievement. and change, others rank univer.-

sally low; succorance, endura.n.ce, deferenoe. and. order.

Enough

significant differences emfurge. howeve.r, from the. profile to

d1scriadnate the one group from the other.

The college. student

lieeas to be more independent, with a greater need to
thinks and do what he. wants.

He. has

and thus to supervise and lead.
than the seminarian's.
tive,

8.

~q

what he

greater need for dominance

liis l.Ute.d for order is greatar

QUite surprisingly he. 1s more 1ntrace:p-

more concerned with the problems and feelings of othe.rs •

. Pinally, as to be expected. he is much more. eager to se;ek out
relationships with the other sex.

The se.miaarUm. on the. other

hand, has a somewhat greater desire. to achieve, surprisingly
pe.l"haps. he. is quicksr to cti.tiaize, become angJ:? and aggressive.
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He has a de.per sense of abasement, accepting blame and feeling

pilty in wrong-doiug.

He is quicker to

SDk

help and euoourage-

ment from others wben in need; but also he has a greater desire
to be. loyal ane do things for friends.

perhaps most character-

istically t he is quicker to help Etl.l people.. somewh.at inclined
to be. kind and sympathetic to others,

Briefly f a. high. hater....

sexualitysoore characteristically indicates the college student
a nigh aff111ation-nurt~ aeore de,.·d.gnates th~ sem.!naria;n.

These and the other significant

4tff~noes se~

to indloate

that seminarians differ in their value patterns from their
collegiate counterparts.
The differences between the persevering seminarian and the.
droP-Out seminarian also be.came apparent in the study.

The.

dropouts t need for cba'nge. and heterosexuality stood out; whil£
the. preference of nurturanoe f affiliation. and intr...ption

(all. in sea way pe.rtinent to their vocation) olearly m.arked

out the seminarian who persevered.

It was fe.lt that high scores

in the.se &re.as might serve to prediot

t~

future dropouts among

tb.e seminarian population.

The. htgb. group distinguished. ltd.1f

e.... the

remainder

of tl\e seminarian popu.lation by a. significantly lower soore in

endurance, and highe.r scores in abasement and succorance..
results seem to C()nf!rm the high )r!t1pI

SOOAS, which

The

indicate.d
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an extreme sensitivity among members of the high group. The
meaning of the sensitivity is not yet olear, whether it .is a
positive or negativequal:i.ty, or both; neverth.eless the F.PP8
s~rves

to distinguish the one group from the other precisely

through. th.ese variables.
Finally, a comparison Was made between the three classes
within the seminarian population, attempting to determine if a
Itclass pe.rsonalityn could be substantiated. It t"as found that
tne first-ranked variable in each instance. turned out to be

si.gnificantly greate.r for th.e. particular group. Further inve ...
stigation would be necessary to see if it were true that Group

A were especi.ally nU!1:Ura.nt. Group B dominant, and Group C
restless, seeld.ng ch.ange '"
The ruul ts of this test open the way for

furttl.%:~r

research

The following areas are suggested:

1. A comparative study of seminarians· scores on the EPPS

with a representative group of successful priests. This
would serve to shaw the direction in which seminarian
scores would be expected to turn.
2. Further research on

too

meaning of the semin.arians r

low heterosexual score. It seems necessary to determine

the re.ason for such a Bcore ... - natural inclination, high
school training (which discouraged heterosexual activi.
ties). self-discipline in training oneself for a life of

celibacy. or a oombination of these or othf:r faotors.

3. Further research on the meaning of the seminarians·
high aggression SCore. It would prove interesting to show
whetber the soore bears any relationsh.ip to the semina..
rians' low heterosexual or high deference soore.
4. Further research on the. meaning of the seminarians·
low intrB.ception score. It se.ems necessary to discove.r
whethe.r such a low score at this stage of a seminarian f s
life. 1s eotnl'ne.ndable. A negative. vie.w would :i.ndicate that

revisions-l sbould be. made. in the training of seminarians

which would enable them to be more sensitive to the fe.el-

ings and motivation of people.
In conclusion. it oan be said that the se.m::i.'narian popula...
tipn possesses its own preference profile. The same can be. said

for the dropout group and the high group. While each class seems
to possess

SOine.

individuality, more research. would have to be

done. to establish a definite individual profile. for the respect ...
ive classes. It is hoped that these. findings can help in making
of the

E~S

a fruitful instrument in the screening and counsel-

ling of seminarians.
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